into two broad categories based on the ability of stomata to regulate leaf water potential 101 ( L ) (Stocker, 1956; Jones, 1998; Tardieu & Simonneau, 1998) . Isohydric species 102 adjust their stomatal opening in such a way as to maintain midday  L relatively stable 103 as environmental conditions change. On the contrary, anisohydric species have a less 104 strict stomatal control, with no discernible threshold of minimum  L . As a result, the  L 105 of anisohydric species tracks environmental fluctuations whereas in isohydric species 106  L is highly buffered against those fluctuations. The fact that most plants are likely to 107 lay somewhere in between these two extreme theoretical behaviours is problematic if 108 the iso-anisohydric dichotomy is to be used to characterize drought response strategies, 109
and has lead to inconsistent classifications of the same species across or even within 110 studies (e.g., Domec & Johnson, 2012) . However, the iso-anisohydric categorization has 111 been used as a central tenet to describe different strategies by which plants cope with 112 drought stress and also to characterize the mechanisms underlying drought-induced 113 mortality in plants (McDowell et al., 2008) . 114 115 Overall, plant responses to limited water availability are complex and include 116 adjustments at a variety of organizational (stomata, leaf, whole plant…) and time scales 117 (Chaves et al., 2003; Maseda & Fernández, 2006) . This variety of behaviours and the 118 multiplicity of exceptions to any tentative general rule likely explain why a definitive 119 classification of plant water-use strategies and responses to drought has remained 120 somewhat elusive, despite the huge research effort that has been devoted to that topic. 121
Our first objective here is to develop a new theoretical framework to describe plant 122 responses to drying soil conditions based on the relationship between two commonly 123 measured ecophysiological parameters: midday and predawn leaf water potentials. 124
Secondly, we apply this scheme to a newly compiled global database of leaf water 125
potentials. 126 127

Theoretical framework 128
Under steady-state conditions, water transport through the xylem (J) must balance 129 transpiration losses from leaves (E). This equality can be expressed as (Whitehead et al., 130 1984) : 131
(Eqn 1) 133
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where g L is leaf conductance for water vapour, D is the vapour pressure deficit of the 135 atmosphere, k S is whole plant hydraulic conductance per unit of basal sapwood cross-136 sectional area, A L and A S are leaf area and basal sapwood area, and  L and  s are the 137 water potential in leaves and in the soil, respectively. The gravitational component of 138 the water potential gradient is omitted for simplicity and for consistency with the 139 nomenclature used below. We also assume here that steady-state conditions are a 140 reasonable approximation at seasonal or longer timescales, whereas capacitance needs 141 to be considered when studying shorter-term responses (Meinzer et al., 2009) . 142 143 Eqn 1 above can be rearranged to obtain: 144
(Eqn 2) 146 147 As soil drought develops (i.e.,  s declines, becoming more negative), some of the plant 148 parameters in Eqn 2 remain constant or vary typically over relatively long time scales 149 (A S , A L ), whereas others can vary in the short term. In particular, k S is likely to decline 150 due to the occurrence of xylem embolism (among other processes) and g L will be 151 reduced by stomatal closure. The changes in k S and g L with drought have been described 152 using many different equations (e.g., Pammenter & Willigen, 1998 Note that when  s = 0 by definition f g = f k = 1, so that is the intercept of the 170 relationship in Eqn 3. Interestingly, if is assumed to be relatively constant, at the 171 temporal scales of interest, compared to g L and k S , it follows that the relative sensitivity 172 of stomata and plant hydraulic conductance to declining soil water potentials (f g / f k ) 173 determines whether the water potential gradient in the plant declines, increases or stays 174 approximately constant as drought progresses (Fig. 1) . In more general terms (i.e., 175 without making any assumptions on how or where water transport is regulated), Eqns 2 176 and 3 imply that the pressure drop in the plant will increase if hydraulic conductance 177 declines faster than transpiration rate as drought progresses, whereas it will be reduced 178 if transpiration rate declines faster than plant hydraulic conductance. final database: (1) they had to be published in the primary scientific literature; (2) no 218 direct modifications of water potentials in the plant were conducted, whereas 219 experimental treatments such as irrigation or drought simulation were allowed; (3) leaf 220 water potentials had been monitored over a period of more than one month (i.e., short 221 term studies focusing on diurnal changes were excluded); (4) predawn and midday 222 water potentials were measured concurrently over time and the number of data pairs 223 was > 5. One study (Hamerlynck et al., 2000) was not considered because it was unique 224 in showing consistently lower (more negative) predawn than midday leaf water 225 potentials, suggesting that the measurements were conducted under very particular 226 conditions that may not be representative. In all the analyses midday ( MD ) and 227 predawn leaf water potentials ( PD ) were used as proxies of  L and  s , respectively. In
228
A c c e p t e d v e r s i o n doing so we assumed that plant and soil water potential equilibrate overnight, which is 229 not always the case (Donovan et al., 2003) . 230 231 A total of 83 articles fulfilled the previous criteria and were included in our database 232 (see Table S1 ). In most cases the studies were conducted in natural conditions in the 233 field (83%), although some studies carried out on crop fields, potted plants or 234 experimental containers were included. An additional filtering was carried out at the 235 species level, so that only species for which the overall range of predawn leaf water 236 potential was > 0.6 MPa were retained. The final database contained data for 102 237 species sampled in five continents (see Fig. S1 ), including representatives from the (Table S1 ). The predominance of species from relatively dry 241 regions corresponds to the fact that leaf water potentials have been widely used to study 242 plant responses to drought, whereas they have been measured less frequently in wet 243 environments (e.g., Tropical rainforests). Regarding growth habits and functional types 244 15 species were conifers, 46 were angiosperm trees (broadleaves), 28 angiosperm 245 shrubs and 13 were herbaceous (see Table S1 ). number of common species with our dataset, which determined the sample size of the 266 corresponding analyses, is also given for each variable): the water potential at which 267 50% of hydraulic conductivity is lost due to xylem embolism (P 50 ) (N = 49), the water 268 potential at which 88% of hydraulic conductivity is lost due to xylem embolism (P 88 ) (N 269 = 47), the slope of the vulnerability curve (N = 48), maximum specific hydraulic 270 conductivity (K S ) (N = 41), maximum leaf-specific hydraulic conductivity (K L ) (N = 271 27), and leaf-to-sapwood area ratio (A L :A S ) (N = 25). All variables correspond to 272 measurements taken on branches. When more than one value was available for a given 273
species the values were averaged to obtain a single, representative value per species. 274
275
Data analysis 276
Mixed linear models were used to fit the (seasonal) relationship between predawn and 277 midday leaf water potential within and across species (Figs 1 and 2). Species and the 278 combination of study by treatment nested within species were included as random 279 effects and the species-specific slopes and intercepts of the model were allowed to co-280 vary. By treatment here we refer to sets of plants of a given species that were measured 281 under different environmental conditions in a particular study, regardless of the nature 282 of the treatment (e.g., different experimental drought treatments, but also different 283 measured populations in observational studies). In a preliminary analysis, different one-284 parameter functions were used to fit the relationship between  MD and  PD , including 285 linear, logarithmic and exponential relationships. However, a linear function gave a 286 much better fit in terms of AIC and explained variance (see also Fig. 2 ) and was finally 287 selected. Higher order functions (e.g., quadratic) were also tried but were abandoned 288 because the resulting model coefficients were highly correlated between each other (r = 289 0.99), indicating that they could not be resolved with the empirical data available. The 290 species-level random coefficients of the fitted model were used to estimate the value of 291 the intercept ( and slope () of the relationship between  MD and  PD for each 292 species in our dataset. 293
294
In order to test for the consistency of the estimated parameter values within species, we 295 selected all those species for which we had data for at least two study by treatment 296
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combinations. For this subset of species (N = 61) we ran a variance components analysis 297 based on the same mixed model described above. Additionally, for each of these species 298 (separately) we ran a linear model (without random effects) of the relationship between 299 predawn and midday leaf water potentials in which study by treatment combinations 300 (ranging between 2 and 21, depending on the species) were introduced as a fixed factor 301 affecting the intercept and the slope of the relationship. This model was compared to the 302 base model assuming homogeneous intercept and slope across study by treatment 303 combinations. 304
305
We used linear models to study the relationships between the species-level parameters 306  and  and the climatic variables described above. For hydraulic traits we used 307 correlation analysis to study their association with parameters  and  Factors coding 308 for functional type (conifer, angiosperm tree, angiosperm shrub, herbaceous) and biome 309 (Temperate, Mediterranean, Tropical, Desert) were also included in models. In all cases, 310
we compared these base models with the equivalent model including showed  values significantly greater than 1 (extreme anisohydry) and none showed 366 strict isohydry as defined in this study (≈ 0) (Figs 3 and S3) . In 80 of 102 species 367 (78%) estimated  < 1, implying a faster decline of canopy transpiration than plant 368 hydraulic conductance (hence a decline in the plant pressure drop) in response to drying 369 soil, although the value of  was not significantly different from 1 in all cases (Fig. S3) . 370
The slope parameter  was unaffected by functional type or biome (P > 0.05 in all 371 cases). The intercept was also similar across functional types (P > 0.05), but its value 372 was ~0.4 MPa lower (i.e., more negative) in Desert species compared to either 373 The parameters  and  were significantly related to each other (slope = 0.29, r = 0.74, 404 P < 0.001; Fig. 4) , regardless of whether phylogenetic effects were taken into account. 405
The result was also very similar (slope = 0.28, r = 0.68, P < 0.001) if the relationship 406 between midday and predawn leaf water potentials (Eqn 4) was fitted using centered 407 instead of raw  PD values (results not shown). The parameters  and  were both 408 unrelated to the minimum predawn leaf water potential measured on each species 409 ( PD,min ), regardless of whether phylogenetic effects were included or not (P > 0.05 in 410 all cases). However,  and  were clearly associated to climate and these relationships 411 were robust to phylogenetic effects (Fig. 5, Table 1 ). Parameter  declined with annual 412 temperature and summer vapour pressure deficit and increased as a function of annual 413 precipitation variability and summer precipitation (Table 1b) , whereas  was negatively 414 related to mean summer vapour pressure deficit (Table 1a) . Adding functional type into 415 the relationships between parameters  and  and climate resulted in non-significant 416 coefficients for functional types and nearly identical coefficients for climate variables 417 (results not shown). 418
419
Parameter  was negatively related to the vulnerability to xylem embolism at the 420 species level, with lower  values occurring in more vulnerable species (i.e., more 421 vulnerable species showed a greater reduction in their pressure drop than more resistant 422 ones as  PD declined; Fig. 6 ). There was also a strong relationship with the slope of the 423 vulnerability curve, so that the relationship was tighter between  and the water 424 potential causing 88% embolism (P 88 ) than with the water potential causing 50% loss of 425 hydraulic conductivity (P 50 ). These relationships remained significant and very similar 426 if phylogenetic effects were included in the models (results not shown). In all cases, the 427 fit of the models worsened if functional type or biome were included as additional 428 factors (with effects on the intercept and slope). There was no significant association 429 between  and specific hydraulic conductivity (K S ), leaf-specific hydraulic conductivity 430 At the core of our approach is the realization that the response of the plant's water 450 potential gradient to declining soil water availability is not determined directly by 451 stomatal sensitivity to drought or, more generally, to the sensitivity of transpiration rate 452 to drought, but by the ratio between this sensitivity and the vulnerability of the plant 453 hydraulic system (due to, e.g., xylem embolism). This fact has several important 454 implications, as it makes the link between stomatal function and the dynamics of leaf 455 water potential (in terms, for instance, of the isohydric vs. anisohydric strategies) less 456 straightforward than implied in previous reports (e.g., Jones, 1998; Tardieu & 457 Simonneau, 1998). In our view, a plant with highly sensitive stomata closing at 458 relatively high water potentials could still show a strict anisohydric behaviour (i.e., ever 459 declining leaf water potentials until the minimum tolerable value is reached at any given 460 point in the plant's hydraulic continuum) provided that its hydraulic transport system is 461 even more sensitive than stomata to declining water availability (Fig. 1) . 462 Our two descriptors of the relationship between predawn and midday leaf water 503 potentials (parameters  and ) were associated to climate at the species level (Fig. 5) . 504
Overall, species living in drier areas (high temperature and evaporative demand, 505 consistently low rainfall) tended to have higher pressure drops under well watered 506 conditions (more negative values of ). This result implies a greater gradient of water 507 potential within the plant at drier sites, even under well-watered conditions. This pattern 508 is likely related to the fact that plant species growing in drier environments are generally 509 values (more sensitive stomata relative to the hydraulic transport system) at sites with 513 higher evaporative demands, is consistent with the well known negative relationship 514 between stomatal conductance and D (e.g., Oren et al., 1999) . Similarly, the tight and 515 positive relationship between  and  (Fig. 4) may be interpreted analogously to the 516 association between reference stomatal conductance (at D = 1 kPa) and the (absolute) 517 sensitivity of stomatal conductance to D (Oren et al., 1999) ; that is, species with higher 518 transpiration per unit of hydraulic transport capacity (more negative values of ) require 519 a stricter regulation of water loss to limit the decline in  L as soil water availability 520 declines (lower ). 521
522
The negative relationship between  and the vulnerability to xylem embolism ( by the tight association between  and  (Fig. 4) . When we tried to isolate the effect of 531 the relative sensitivity of stomata and the hydraulic system using Eqn S5 (cf. Notes S1), 532 the corresponding parameter (c gk in Notes S1) showed phylogenetic conservatism (= 533 0.32, significantly different from 0 and from 1). A tight phylogenetic coordination 534 between  and  would also tend to blur the phylogenetic signal in either parameter. 535 536
Limitations and potentialities 537
The approach proposed here, as any similar attempt, is based on several assumptions. 538
Perhaps the most important one is that a response to soil (or predawn) water potential 539 can be defined for both plant hydraulic conductance and stomatal conductance or, more 540 generally, transpiration rate. This seems to be the case for the xylem, as embolism is 541 believed to be a direct response to water potential (Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002) . Note 542 also that we do not make any particular assumption as to where hydraulic conductivity 543 losses start to develop and, as long as an overall relationship between whole-plant 544 hydraulic conductance and predawn water potential can be defined, our approach should 545 be robust regardless of where the main hydraulic bottleneck is (cf. Jackson et al., 2000; 546 Johnson et al., 2011; Nardini et al., 2012) . A similar reasoning can be applied to 547 stomatal conductance, although the situation is even more complex there as stomata 548 respond to soil water availability and leaf water status through a complex set of 549 chemical and hydromechanic signals (Buckley, 2005; Damour et al., 2010) . 550
551
In addition, the fact that leaf area may vary at the temporal scale of our analysis and that 552 vapour pressure deficit (D) frequently co-varies with soil water potential implies that we 553
are not necessarily characterizing a stomatal response to soil water potential, but an 554 overall response of transpiration rate to water availability (cf. Eqns 2 and 3). It is also 555 well known that soil and plant water potentials may not be in equilibrium, particularly 556 in dry soils (Donovan et al., 2003) . However, this decoupling is likely to affect in a 557 similar way the responses for both transpiration and plant hydraulic conductance. The 558 previous considerations do not invalidate our analysis but altogether they imply that the 559  < 1 values observed in most species should be interpreted to mean that water loss 560 regulation begins before hydraulic transport limitations start to occur, not necessarily 561 that stomata are more sensitive than the hydraulic system to water potential measured at 562 one particular point within the SPAC. 563
564
Another important assumption is that a linear function is a reasonable approximation of 565 the relationship between predawn and midday leaf water potential within species (Eqn 566 4). Although this is largely consistent with the empirical data used in this study (Fig. 2)  567 and statistically robust towards alternative assumptions, it seems clear that highly non-568 linear relationships are possible, particularly when the hydraulic system is much more 569 sensitive than stomata or when stomatal conductance is close to zero (Notes S1). Our 570 results show that a linear function is a good descriptor of the relationship in Eqn 3, and 571 the best one using only two parameters. More complex functions (e.g., with three 572 parameters) can be used in further studies focusing on drought responses on one or a 573 few intensively studied species. Importantly, the interpretation of the resulting 574 functions, even if more complex than those assumed here, would still be consistent with 575 our general framework, as their shape would always reflect the relative sensitivity of 576 transpiration rate and hydraulic conductance to declining water potentials. Note, 577
however, that the use of more complex functions is at the expense of simplicity and 578 generality, and could not be applied to our global water potentials database because 579 most individual datasets lacked the required level of detail. and are largely consistent within species, implying that they can be used to characterize 595 species behaviour (see also Notes S2). In that regard, the slope parameter  provides a 596 quantitative index to locate species along the continuum between isohydric ( ≈ 0) and 597 anisohydric ( ≈ 1) behaviour and a more precise characterization of drought responses 598 than the qualitative approaches used thus far. The fact that  explicitly relates stomatal 599 sensitivity to plant hydraulic vulnerability to drought provides a useful descriptor in the 600 context of studying the mechanism of drought-induced mortality in plants, as it directly 601 relates to the carbon starvation and hydraulic failure hypotheses and their interaction 602 
607
In that regard, our analysis could be expanded to include a third parameter to 608 characterize species:  PD at cessation of gas exchange. This value could be estimated as 609 /(1-) for relatively isohydric species ( < 1) and as the water potential causing 100% 610 loss of hydraulic conductivity for anisohydric species ( ≥ 1). 611
612
We are still far from completely understanding plant strategies to cope with drought and 613 clearly there is no single metric that is able to synthesize the plethora of responses 614 observed across species. At the same time, however, climate change is increasing 615 drought stress over many regions of the Earth and reports of drought (and heat) related 616 forest die-off are becoming widespread (Allen et al., 2010) . In this context, we need to 617 identify the species and populations that are more likely to be vulnerable to increased 618 drought and there is an urgent need to develop simple but reliable metrics that could be 619 Tables  985   986   Table 1 . Models of parameters  (Table 1a) and  (Table 1b) 
